We consider a periodic Jacobi operator J with finitely supported perturbations on the half-lattice. We describe all eigenvalues and resonances of J and give their properties. We solve the inverse resonance problem: we prove that the mapping from finitely supported perturbations to the Jost functions is one-to-one and onto, we show how the Jost functions can be reconstructed from all eigenvalues, resonances and from the set of zeros of S(λ) − 1, where S(λ) is the scattering matrix.
Introduction.
We consider a Jacobi operator J = J 0 + V on the half-lattice N = {1, 2, 3, ..}. Here the unperturbed operator J 0 is a periodic Jacobi operator given by The perturbation operator V is the finitely supported Jacobi operator given by
u n−1 y n−1 + u n y n+1 + v n y n , if 1 n p, y 0 = 0, u p y p , if n = p + 1, 0, if n p + 2, p 1.
(1.3)
We parameterize V by the vector (u, v) ∈ R 2p and let (u, v) belong to the class X ν given by X ν = (u, v) ∈ R 2p : a 0 n + u n > 0, n = 1, ..., p, u p = 0 if ν = 2p, (1.4) X ν = (u, v) ∈ R 2p : a 0 n + u n > 0, n = 1, ..., p, v p = 0, u p = 0 if ν = 2p − 1. (1.5)
We rewrite J in the form (Jy) n = a n−1 y n−1 + a n y n+1 + b n y n , n 1, y 0 = 0, (1.6) with the coefficients a n , b n given by a n = a Note that the n = 1 case in (1.6) can be thought of as forcing the Dirichlet condition y 0 = 0. Thus, eigenfunctions must be non-vanishing at n = 1 and eigenvalues must be simple.
The spectrum of J 0 consists of an absolutely continuous part σ ac (J 0 ) = It is known that ∆(λ) is a polynomial of degree q and λ ± j , j = 1, ..., q, are the zeros of the polynomial ∆ 2 (λ) − 1 of degree 2q. Note that ∆(λ ± j ) = (−1) q−j . In each "gap" [λ
there is one simple zero of polynomials ϕ q ,∆, ϑ q+1 . Here and belowḟ denotes the derivative of f = f (λ) with respect to λ :ḟ ≡ ∂ λ f ≡ f ′ (λ). Let Γ denote the complex plane cut along the segments σ j (1.9): Γ = C \ σ ac (J 0 ). Now we introduce the two-sheeted Riemann surface Λ of 1 − ∆ 2 (λ) by joining the upper and lower rims of two copies of the cut plane Γ in the usual (crosswise) way. We identify the first (physical) sheet Λ 1 with Γ and the second sheet we denote by Λ 2 .
Let denote the natural projection from Λ into the complex plane C:
(1.12)
By identification of Γ = C \ σ ac (J 0 ) with Λ 1 , the map can be also considered to be projection from Λ into the physical sheet Λ 1 .
The j−th gap on the first physical sheet Λ 1 we will denote by γ + j and the same gap but on the second nonphysical sheet Λ 2 we will denote by γ (1.14)
Introduce the Bloch functions ψ ± n and the Titchmarch-Weyl functions m ± on Λ by ψ ± n (λ) = ϑ n (λ) + m ± (λ)ϕ n (λ), (1.15)
The projection of all singularities of m ± to the complex plane coincides with the set of zeros {µ j } q−1 j=1 of polynomial ϕ q . Recall that ϑ n , ϕ n , φ are polynomials. Recall that any polynomial P (λ) gives rise to a function P (λ) = P ( λ) on the Riemann surface Λ of 1 − ∆ 2 (λ).
The perturbation V satisfying (1.3) does not change the absolutely continuous spectrum:
(1.17)
The spectrum of J consists of an absolutely continuous part σ ac (J) = σ ac (J 0 ) plus a finite number of simple eigenvalues in each non-empty gap γ j , j = 0, ..., q.
In the present paper we consider the properties of the eigenvalues, virtual states and resonances of the operators J 0 and J, and solve the inverse problem in terms of the resonances of J. Let R(λ) = (J − λ) −1 denote the resolvent of J and let ·, · denote the scalar product in ℓ 2 = ℓ 2 (N). Then for any f, g ∈ ℓ 2 the function R(λ)f, g is defined on Λ 1 outside the poles at the bound states on the gaps γ + j , j = 0, . . . , q. We denote the set of bound states of J by σ bs (J).
Recall that we consider Dirichlet boundary condition y 0 = 0 in (1.6). Thus, any possible non-zero solution of Jy = λy must have y 1 = 0, which implies that each eigenvalue of J is simple (or else a linear combination would vanish at n = 1 and thus for all n ∈ N).
Moreover, if f, g ∈ ℓ 2 comp , where ℓ 2 comp denotes the ℓ 2 functions on N with a finite support, then the function R(λ)f, g has an analytic extension from Λ 1 into the Riemann surface Λ. Definition 1. 1) A number λ 0 ∈ Λ 2 is a resonance if the function R(λ)f, g has a pole at λ 0 for some f, g ∈ ℓ 2 comp . The set of resonances is denoted σ r (J). The multiplicity of the resonance is the multiplicity of the pole. If Re λ 0 = 0, we call λ 0 un antibound state. 2) A real number λ 0 such that ∆ 2 (λ 0 ) = 1 is a virtual state if R(λ)f, g has a singularity at λ 0 for some f, g ∈ ℓ 2 comp . The set of virtual states is denoted σ vs (J).
3) The state λ 0 ∈ Λ is a bound state or a resonance or a virtual state of J.
We denote the set of all states of J by
The unperturbed Jacobi operator J 0 has one simple state λ j in each γ
. . , q − 1 (see Proposition 2.1). Here the projection of λ j to C coincides with λ j = µ j , the zero of ϕ q .
Introduce the Jost solutions f
to the equation a n−1 y n−1 + a n y n+1 + b n y n = λy n , n 1, under the conditions
Here and below a 0 = a 0 0 = a 0 q . All functions ϑ + n , ϕ + n , n 0 are polynomials. We rewrite the Jost solutions f ± n in the form
Note that for λ ∈ Λ 1 we have f + (λ) ∈ ℓ 2 , and f − (λ) = f + (λ). The functions f ± n and the Titchmarch-Weyl functions m ± are meromorphic functions on Λ. Recall that the S-matrix for J, J 0 is given by
We pass to the formulation of main results of the paper.
] for some j = 1, ..., q − 1, where µ j denotes the Dirichlet eigenvalue and ϕ q (µ j ) = 0. Here the projection was introduced in (1.12). We describe all states of J. Theorem 1.1. i) The set of all state of J has the decomposition
Moreover, each λ 0 ∈ σ 0 (J) is a simple state of J and 0 < |f
is a bound state of J, then λ 2 ∈ σ st (J), where λ 2 ∈ Λ 2 is the same number as λ 1 but on the second sheet. iii) Let λ 0 ∈ Λ be a zero of f
Remark. 1) The proof of Theorem 1.1 is given in Section 2.2. 2) A state λ 0 ∈ σ 0 (J) (bound, antibound or virtual state) is not a zero of the Jost function f + 0 . Moreover, λ 0 is a simple state of both J and J 0 . Such a state is a singularity of the resolvent, but it is not a singularity of the S-matrix (1.20).
In accordance with the continuous case [KS] we define the important function
For the perturbation V with (u, v) ∈ X ν we define the constants
The distribution of the states is summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2. Let the Jacobi operator J = J 0 + V satisfy (1.1)-(1.3). Suppose (u, v) ∈ X ν , where ν ∈ {2p, 2p − 1}. Then the following facts hold true. 1) The function F (λ), λ ∈ Λ 1 , is a real polynomial. Each zero of F is the projection of a state of J on the first sheet. There are no other zeros. Moreover, F satisfies
here κ is a total number of states (counted with multiplicities).
2) The total number of bound and virtual states is 2.
there is always an odd number 1 of states (counted with multiplicities). 4) Let λ 1 < λ 2 be any two bound states of J, such that λ 1 , λ 2 ∈ γ + j , for some j = 0, . . . , q. Assume that there are no other eigenvalues on the interval
Then there exists an odd number 1 of antibound states on Ω − , where Ω − ⊂ γ − j ⊂ Λ 2 is the same interval but on the second sheet, each antibound state being counted according to its multiplicity.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 follows from Lemmata 2.3-2.7. Remark. 1) The pre-image of a zero of F is an eigenvalue or a virtual state or a resonance of J. Thus we reformulate the problem for the resolvent on the Riemann surface Λ as the problem for the polynomial F on the plane.
2) There is an even number of non-real resonances since the resonances are zeros of the real polynomial F .
3) Due to this Theorem for the operator J we define the vector-state r = (r n ) κ 1 by 25) and the components of r are repeated according to the multiplicities of r j as a zero of the polynomial (1.22). Here N is the number of bound states of J. Now we pass to the inverse resonance problem. We use the parametrization
for the perturbation V of the periodic coefficients of J 0 . We suppose that all gaps are open: λ − j < λ + j , j = 1, . . . , q − 1. We define the class of all Jost functions on the Riemann surface Λ as follows.
Definition 2. For ν ∈ N, let J ν denote the class of rational functions f on Λ of the form
where c 1 > 0, c 2 = 0 and P 1 and P 2 are real polynomials (with real coefficients) of the orders ν − 2 and ν − 1 respectively. Here
Let σ(f ) be the set of all zeros of f on Λ and denote
We suppose that each zero of f (·) on the first sheet Λ 1 is real and belongs to
We suppose that the following properties hold true:
Let (u, v) ∈ X ν . Then from Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and asymptotics in Section 4 it follows that the Jost function f
. Now we construct the mapping F : X ν → J ν , ν ∈ {2p − 1, 2p}, by the rule:
( 1.27) i.e. to each (u, v) ∈ X ν we associate f + 0 ∈ J ν . Our main inverse result is formulated in the following theorem. Theorem 1.3. The mapping F : X ν → J ν is one-to-one and onto. Moreover, the reconstruction algorithm is specified.
In Theorem 1.3 we solve the inverse problem for mapping F . The solution is divided into the following three parts. 
Thus the zeros of ϕ + 0 (under the conditions ϕ q = 0 and Ω = 0) coincide with the zeros of the function 1 − S(λ) on Λ 1 (see Lemma 2.8) and their multiplicities agree.
More precisely, let Zeros (S − 1) ∈ Λ 1 denote the set of all zeros of S(λ) − 1 on Λ 1 (counting the multiplicities). Let
From Lemma 2.8 it follows that, if dx 2 + q(x) on the line R and the half-line R + with compactly supported perturbation, see [Fr] , [K4] , [K5] , [S] , [Z] , [Z1] , and the references given there. Zworski [Z] obtained the first results about the distribution of resonances for the Schrödinger operator with compactly supported potentials on the real line. One of the present authors obtained the uniqueness, the recovery and the characterization of the S-matrix for the Schrödinger operator with a compactly supported potential on the real line [K4] and on the half-line [K5] , see also [Z1] , [BKW] concerning the uniqueness.
The problem of resonances for the Schrödinger with periodic plus compactly supported potential
is much less studied: [F1] , [KM] , [K1] , [KS] . The following results were obtained in [K1] , [KS] : 1) the distribution of resonances in the disk with large radius is determined, 2) some inverse resonance problem, 3) the existence of a logarithmic resonance-free region near the real axis. Note that in our paper we use the methods from [KS] , modified for the Jacobi operator J.
Finite-difference Schrödinger and Jacobi operators express many similar features. Spectral and scattering properties of infinite Jacobi matrices are much studied (see [Mo] , [DS1] , [DS2] and references given there). The inverse problem for periodic Jacobi operators J 0 was solved in [BGGK] , [K3] , [KKu] , [Mo] , [P] and see references therein.
The inverse resonances problem was recently solved in the case of constant background [K2] . The inverse scattering problem for asymptotically periodic coefficients was solved by Khanmamedov: [Kh1] (on the line, note that the russian versions were dated much earlier), [Kh2] (on the half-line) and Egorova, Michor, Teschl [EMT] (on the line in case of quasiperiodic background).
In our paper we apply some results from [Kh1] , [Kh2] and [EMT] . There were some mistakes in the paper [EMT] , [BE] . Some of them we correct in Section 2.1. However, in our context of finite rank perturbations their results still hold in the original form.
We plan to apply the results of our paper to the Schrödinger operator on nanotubes (see [IK1] and references therein). The similar methods are applied in [IK2] and [IK3] to the direct and the inverse resonance problems on the line.
Plan of the paper. In Part 2 we consider the direct problems for the Jacobi operators on the half-line. In Section 2.1 we recall some well known facts about the periodic Jacobi operators and describe the states for the periodic Jacobi operators on the half-line. We present also the revised construction of the quasi-momentum map. In Section 2.2 we consider the properties of the Jost functions and prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
Part 3 is devoted to the inverse resonance problem. In Section 3.2 we recall the results of Khanmamedov on the inverse scattering problem on the half-line which we apply in Section 3.3 and prove the inverse results.
In Part 4 we collect the asymptotics of the Jost functions which we need in the proofs. Acknoledgement. The authors are indebted to the referee for numerous comments and suggestions.
2 Direct problem 2.1 Unperturbed Jacobi operators J 0 .
We need some known properties of the q−periodic Jacobi operator J 0 on N (see [P] , [T] , [Kh1] ). Recall that the fundamental solutions ϕ = (ϕ n ) If there are exactly N 1 nondegenerate gaps in the spectrum of σ ac (J 0 ), then the operator J 0 has exactly N states; the closed gaps γ n = ∅ do not contribute to any states. In particular, if all γ j = ∅, j 1, then q = 1 (see [BGGK] , [KKu] , [K3] ) and J 0 has no states. A more detailed description of the states of J 0 is given in Proposition 2.1 below. In each finite "gap" [λ
The sequence of zeros of the polynomial ∆ 2 − 1 of degree 2q can be enumerated by (λ
where
are the zeros of ϑ q+1 (Dirichlet or Neumann eigenvalues). We put
Note the following asymptotics:
Here the function z = z(λ) = e iκ(λ) is explained later in this section and κ(λ) is the quasimomentum satisfying (2.7).
Recall that Γ is the complex λ-plane with cuts along the segments σ j , j = 1, 2, . . . , q. Γ will be identified with the first sheet Λ 1 . We use the standard definition of the root: √ 1 = 1 and fix the branch of the function ∆ 2 (λ) − 1 on Λ by demanding ∆ 2 (λ) − 1 < 0 for λ > λ − q , λ ∈ Γ (in accordance with (1.14)). We define the first ξ + and the second ξ − Floquet multipliers on the plane Λ 1 or Γ by
By our choice of the branch we have |ξ + (λ)| < 1, |ξ − (λ)| > 1 and
for all λ ∈ Λ 1 . The functions ξ ± (λ) are continuous up to the boundary ∂Λ 1 and |ξ
Using that {x, y} 0 n is independent of n for two solutions of (1.10) and putting x = ϑ, y = ϕ, we apply the conditions ϑ 0 = ϕ 1 = 1, ϑ 1 = ϕ 0 = 0 and obtain
Thus, we get
This identity considered at zeros of polynomial ϕ q (λ) of degree q − 1 shows: if one of the solutions ψ ± n (λ) is regular, then the other has simple poles, one in each finite gap γ n , n = 1, . . . , q − 1. Equation (1.1) has two Bloch solutions ψ
and at the end points of the gaps we have |ψ ± kq (λ ± n )| = 1. As for any λ ∈ Λ 1 we have ψ + ∈ ℓ 2 (N), then functions ψ ± (λ) are the Floquet solutions for (1.1). Now we consider the spectrum of the half-infinite Jacobi matrix J 0 defined by (1.8) or (1.6) with coefficients a 
Here the projection of λ j on C coincides with λ j = µ j , the zero of ϕ q .
Proof. The kernel of the resolvent of J 0 is given by
0 . According to Lemma 2.2 (see Section 2.2), the bound states (resonances) are the poles of R
From (2.5) it follows that if µ n = λ ± n , n = 1, . . . , q − 1, then one of the following two cases holds true: (i) m + has simple pole at µ n , m − is regular and µ n is the bound state, (ii) m − has simple pole at µ n , m + is regular and µ n is the antibound state. Now suppose that either
Moreover, for n = 0, q, ψ
pole at µ n for almost all n ∈ N and µ n is the virtual state. We have also
Moreover, µ j ∈ γ j is the antibound state iff ξ + (µ j ) = ϑ q (µ j ) and µ j ∈ γ j is the bound state iff ξ − (µ j ) = ϑ q (µ j ). Note that on each γ + j , j = 0, 1, . . . , q, m ± are real functions. Quasi-momentum map and Riemann surface Z. We construct the conformal mapping of the Riemann surface onto the plan with "radial cuts" Z. Our definition corrects the similar construction in [BE] and [EMT] , where there was a mistake.
We suppose that all gaps are open: λ
Here h j 0 is defined by the equation cosh h j = (−1) j−q ∆(α j ) and α j is a zero of
For each periodic Jacobi operator there exists a unique conformal mapping κ : C \ ∪ q 0 γ j → K such that the following identities and asymptotics hold true:
The quasi-momentum κ maps the half plane C ± = {λ ∈ C; ± Im λ > 0} onto the half-strip
Define the two strips K S and K by
The function κ has an analytic continuation from Λ 1 ∩ C + into Λ 1 ∩ C − through the infinite gaps γ q = (λ − q , ∞) by the symmetry and satisfies: 1) κ is a conformal mapping κ : Λ 1 → K + = K ∩ C + , where we identify the boundaries {κ = π + it, t > 0} and {κ = −π + it, t > 0}.
2) κ : Λ 2 → K − = K ∩ C − is a conformal mapping, where we identify the boundaries {κ = π − it, t > 0} and {κ = −π − it, t > 0}.
3) Thus κ : Λ → K is a conformal mapping. Consider the function z = e iκ(λ) , λ ∈ Λ. The function z(λ), λ ∈ Λ, is a conformal mapping z : Λ → Z = C \ ∪g j , where the radial cut g j is given by
The function z(λ), λ ∈ Λ, maps the first sheet Λ 1 into the "disk"
|z| < 1}, and z(·) maps the second sheet Λ 2 into the domain Z 2 = Z \ D 1 . In fact, we obtain the parametrization of the two-sheeted Riemann surface Λ by the "plane" Z. Thus below we call Z 1 also the "physical sheet" and Z 2 also the "non-physical sheet".
Note that if all a 2) ψ ± n (z) has a simple pole at z(µ j ) ∈ Z if µ j is a pole of m ± , no pole if µ j is not a singularity of m ± (not a square root singularity if µ j coincides with the band edge) and if µ j coincides with the band edge: 8) for some constant C(n) ∈ R. Note that the sign comes from the analytic continuation of the square root Ω(λ) using the definition (1.14).
3) The following identities hold true:
4) The following asymptotics hold true:
We collect below some properties of the quasi-momentum κ on the gaps.
On each γ + j , j = 0, 1, . . . , q, the quasi-momentum κ(λ) has constant real part and positive Im κ:
Re κ| γ
Moreover, as λ increases from λ − j to α j the imaginary part Im κ ≡ h(λ) is monotonically increasing from 0 to h j and as λ increases from α j to λ − j the imaginary part Im κ ≡ h(λ + i0) is monotonically decreasing from h j to 0. Then
2.2 The perturbed Jacobi operator, Jost functions.
We consider the operator J = J 0 + V given by (1.6). Recall that f ± n are solutions to the equation a n−1 y n−1 + a n y n+1 + b n y n = λy n , λ ∈ Λ 1 , (2.11)
Recall that a n = a 
Lemma 2.1. The zeros of the polynomials ϑ Proof. Assume that ϑ
1 and some a = 0. Then (1.18) gives ϑ n (λ 0 ) = aϕ n (λ 0 ) for all n > p and thus ϑ n (λ 0 ) = aϕ n (λ 0 ) for all n > 1 and the Wronskian {ϑ(λ 0 ), ϕ(λ 0 )} = 0. We have a contradiction, since {ϑ(λ 0 ), ϕ(λ 0 )} = 1.
By Definition 1 a state is a singularity of the resolvent. The kernel of the resolvent of J is given by
.
Here e n = (δ n,j ) ∞ 1 is the unit vector in ℓ 2 , and Φ = (Φ n ) ∞ 0 is a solution of the equation (2.11) under the condition Φ 0 = 0, Φ 1 = 1, and note that {Φ, f
The function R(n, m) is meromorphic on Λ for each n, m ∈ N. Then the singularities of R(n, m) are given by the singularities of R n (λ). We have Lemma 2.2. 1) A real number λ 0 ∈ γ + k , k = 0, 1, . . . , q is a bound state, if the function R n (λ) has a pole at λ 0 for some n ∈ N. Recall (see Introduction, before Definition 1) that the bound states are simple. 2) A number λ 0 ∈ Λ 2 , is a resonance, if the function R n (λ) has a pole at λ 0 for some n ∈ N. The multiplicity of the resonance is the multiplicity of the pole. 3) A real number λ 0 = λ ± k , k = 0, . . . , q, is a virtual state if R 2 n (λ) or R n (λ) has a pole at λ 0 for some n ∈ Z + .
Proof of Theorem 1.1 i) We start with the case λ 0 ∈ σ st (J 0 ).
and c = 0. We distinguish between two cases. a) Firstly, let ϕ
Then λ 0 is a virtual state of J. 
Moreover, λ 0 is a simple state (as a pole of m + ). Suppose now that λ 0 ∈ σ st (J 0 ) and Ω(λ 0 ) = 0. Then we have (2.6):
We distinguish between two cases. a) Firstly, let ϕ
, and each function R n (.), n ∈ N, does not have singularity at λ 0 . b) Secondly, let ϕ
, and the function (R n (.)) 2 , n ∈ N, has simple pole at λ 0 . ii) Suppose λ 1 ∈ Λ 1 is a bound state of J and λ 1 ∈ σ st (J 0 ). Then by i) we have f + 0 (λ 1 ) = 0 and as {f + , f − } = 0 we have f − 0 (λ 1 ) = 0 (by the argument similar to Lemma 2.1). The last identity is equivalent to f + 0 (λ 2 ) = 0 for λ 2 ∈ Λ 2 such that λ 2 = λ 1 . iii) In i) it was shown that if λ 0 ∈ σ st (J 0 ) then f + 0 (λ 0 ) = 0. So it is enough to consider the case λ 0 ∈ Λ is a zero of f
Define the function
(2.14)
Note that F 0 = F defined previously in (1.22). Using (2.13) and (1.16), (2.4), (2.5) we get
The following Lemma is proven in Section 4.
, is a polynomial and satisfy
Remark. It follows that the function
. From the asymptotics (4.2), (4.3) collected in Section 4, we get the sign of F = F 0 as λ → ∞ :
We summarize the results about the virtual states σ vs (J) obtained in the proof of Theorem 1.1 in the following Lemma.
Lemma 2.4 (Virtual states). Let
Then λ 0 is a simple zero of F, λ 0 is virtual state of J and
Then F ( λ 0 ) = 0 and each R n (.), n ∈ N, does not have singularity at λ 0 and λ 0 is not a virtual state of J. iii) Let λ 0 ∈ σ st (J 0 ) and ϕ + 0 ( λ 0 ) = 0. Then λ 0 is virtual state of J, f ± 0 (λ 0 ) = 0, λ 0 is simple zero of F, and each (R n (.)) 2 , n ∈ N, has pole at λ 0 .
In the next Lemma we show identification of the states of J and zeros of polynomial F.
Lemma 2.5. The projection : Λ → C of the set of states of J on Λ coincides with the set of zeros of F on the complex plane C :
Moreover, the multiplicities of bound states and resonances are equal to the multiplicities of zeros of F. All bound states are simple. The virtual state is a simple zero of F.
Proof: First we observe that f 
where : Λ → C is the natural projection introduced in (1.12). Let µ ± = ♯ (M ± ), µ e = ♯ (M e ), be the number of elements in the respective sets. If all gaps are open (λ
We mark withˆthe modified (regularized) quantities:
In the next Lemma we prove the crucial property for the function
Recall that {φ n , ψ n } = a n (φ n ψ n+1 − φ n+1 ψ n } denotes the Wronskian. Let as beforė y = ∂ λ y = ∂y/∂λ and define the difference derivative
Lemma 2.6. i) Any solution y n of (1.6) satisfies
is an eigenvalue of J with the eigenfunction y n =f + n (λ 1 ). Then
22)
where h(λ 1 ) = Im κ(λ 1 ) > 0. Thus (−1) q−kḞ (λ 1 ) < 0 and the function F has simple zeros at all bound states of J for which ϕ q = 0. If λ 0 = µ k is an antibound state then necessarily it is simple and (−1) q−kḞ (λ 0 ) > 0.
Remark. As by Lemma 2.5 the zeros of F coincide with the projections of states of J to C then Lemma 2.6 implies that between any two (projections of) eigenvalues λ 1 , λ 3 ∈ γ k (not separated by a band of the absolute continuous spectrum) there is at least one (projection of) real resonance (antibound state) λ 2 such that (−1)
which yields (2.19). ii) Note the following "telescopic" sum m k=n ∂y k = y m+1 − y n . We put n = 0 and get from (2.19)
We put λ = λ 1 and y =f + (λ 1 ). Then, using that the eigenfunctionf + (λ 1 ) ∈ ℓ 2 (N) and f + m → 0 as m → ∞, we get that the first term in the left hand side goes to zero. As λ 1 is an eigenvalue, then we havef + 0 (λ 1 ) = 0 and we get
Finally we get (2.20) using thatf + (λ 1 ) ∈ R. Next formula (2.21) follows from const = {f
Putting n = 0 we get also {f
Together with (2.21) and definitions of m ± it implieŝ
Taking the derivative of F with respect to λ, we getḞ (
Inserting (2.23) and (2.24) in (2.20):
q−k sinh qh(λ 1 + i0), which implies (2.22).
Lemma 2.7. i) The following identity holds true 
Proof. i) Using (1.16) and (2.5) we obtain
Now ii) and iii) follow directly from i).
Now the proof of Theorem 1.2 follows from the properties of the function
In the next lemma we consider the zeros of the function S(λ) − 1 which are the solutions of the equation
Lemma 2.8. Let λ 0 ∈ Λ and λ 0 ∈ C denote the projection on Λ 1 . i) Suppose that ϕ + 0 ( λ 0 ) = 0 and one of the following conditions is satisfied:
ii) Suppose that S(λ 0 ) = 1 and one of the following conditions is satisfied:
In the cases 1) and 3) the zeros (and their multiplicities) of ϕ + 0 and 1 − S coincide. Proof. i) Note the identities following from (1.29)
(2.26)
0 are analytic at λ 0 and due to Lemma 2.1 we obtain f
This is also true for Ω(λ 0 ) = 0.
Assume now that λ 0 ∈ σ st (J 0 ). We distinguish between two cases. Firstly, let λ 0 ∈ Λ 1 be a zero of ϕ + 0 with multiplicity 2. Then f
Secondly, let λ 0 ∈ Λ 1 be a simple zero of ϕ + 0 . Suppose Ω(λ 0 ) = 0. As λ 0 ∈ σ st (J 0 ), then the point λ 0 ∈ Λ is a pole of m + . Then m − is analytic at λ 0 and using (1.16) we have
and
If Ω(λ 0 ) = 0 and ϕ q ( λ 0 ) = 0, then f 
3 Inverse problem
Preliminaries
In this section we collect some properties of the Jost solutions needed for the proof of the inverse results. The first lemma states that that the Jost solutions f ± inherit the properties of ψ ± .
Lemma 3.1. 1) Each f ± n , n 0, is analytic in Z \{0} and continuous up to ∂Z \{z(µ j )} q−1 j=1 . Moreover, the following identities hold true:
2) f ± n (z) does not have a singularity at z(µ j ) if µ j is not a singularity (square root singularity if µ j coincides with the band edge) of m ± , otherwise, f ± n (z) can have either a simple pole at z(µ j ) if µ j is a pole of m ± , or a square root singularity,
3)
if µ j coincides with the band edge: µ j = λ σ j , σ = + or σ = −, j = 1, . . . , q − 1. Here C(n) is bounded and real, the factor σ(−1) q−j comes from the analytic continuation of the square root Ω(λ) using Definition (1.14).
The asymptotics of the function f + (z) are given in (4.4), (4.5). The next lemma follows from the straightforward reformulation of the results obtained in Section 2.2 in the form stated in the definition of J ν .
Lemma 3.2. If (u, v) ∈ X ν , where ν = 2p or ν = 2p − 1, then the Jost functions f ± 0 ∈ J ν (see Definition 2).
Inverse scattering problem.
In this section we recall some relevant for us results from [Kh2] and [EMT] . LetŜ =f
Then the scattering matrix is
For each eigenvalue r n we define the norming constant m n by
Introduce the scattering data for the pair of operators J, J 0 by
By the inverse scattering theory for this pair, we understand the problem of reconstructing the perturbed operator J from the scattering data and the unperturbed operator J 0 . Everywhere in this section we assumes that (u, v) ∈ X ν . We introduce the Gel'fandLevitan-Marchenko equation for a matrix K(n, m) by
Here the sum in (3.5) is finite, since (u, v) ∈ X ν . The matrix F l,m is constructed from the scattering data S(J) by
Here α j ∈ γ + j is the zero of ∆ ′ (λ) (see Section 2.1 and (3.22) in [EMT] ). Note that
and F 0 l,m is real. We will determine the matrix K(n, m) from the Gel'fand-Levitan-Marchenko equation (3.5) and reconstruct (see (5.27) in [EMT] ) a n , b n by a n a 0
Now we consider the Gel'fand-Levitan-Marchenko equation. From [Kh1] or [EMT] , Lemma 5.1, it is known that the Jost solution f + n can be represented as
where for (u, v) ∈ X ν the kernel K(n, m) has finite rank and satisfies
Here the constant C ≡ C(J 0 ) depends on the unperturbed operator J 0 . We recall the properties of the scattering data S(J) from [Kh2] .
(I) Function S(λ) is continuous for λ ∈ int ∂Γ, where Γ is the cut plane C \ σ ac (J 0 ),
where int stands for interior.
(II) The function
In [Kh2] this function was denoted S(n, m). (3.11) has precisely N linearly independent solutions in ℓ 2 (1, ∞).
(IV) The equation 0 m=−∞ S l,m g m = g n has only the zero solution in ℓ 2 (−∞, 0).
(V) The quantities a n and b n defined in (3.8), where K(n, m) is solution to (3.5), satisfy the inequality
Theorem 3.1 (Khanmamedov). If conditions (I)-(III) hold, then for every n ∈ N, the Gel'fand-Levitan-Marchenko equation (3.5) has unique solution in ℓ 2 (n + 1, ∞). The set S(J) uniquely determines J iff conditions (I)-(V) hold.
From the proof of Khanmamedov it follows that: if (u, v) ∈ X ν , the bound states r j ∈ γ k , k = 0, . . . , q, the norming constants m k are given by
Recall that from Lemma 2.6, property (2.22), it follows that for r j ∈ σ bc ∩ γ
where h(r j ) = Im κ(r j ) > 0 (see (2.10)), asḞ (r j ) = a
. Now we show that the scattering data S can be uniquely reconstructed from any function f ∈ J ν as in Definition 2 and the conditions (I)-(V) are satisfied.
The S−matrix and the norming constants m j , 1 j N, are then expressed in terms of the function f ∈ J ν only. By abuse of notation we will keep the same letters S and m j for the functions expressed in f.
Using Theorem 3.1 this will imply that the function f ∈ J ν uniquely determines J.
∈ Λ 1 be as in Definition 2. We define m j , j = 1, . . . , N, by
. Then conditions (I)-(V) are satisfied.
, and then it follows
In the next section we prove that if {λ j } κ j=1 ∈ σ st (f ) then the sum (3.10) is finite and the condition is trivially satisfied.
(III) Khanmamedov [Kh2] showed that the number of linearly independent solutions in ℓ 2 (1, ∞) of (3.11) coincides with that of linearly independent functions of the form
. For {λ j } κ j=1 ∈ σ st (f ) as in Introduction it follows that the values r j ∈ R\σ ac (J 0 ), 1 j N, are distinct and the norming constants m j , 1 j N, are positive, which implies that the number of linearly independent functions is precisely N.
(IV) The condition is proved similarly to (III).
(V) For (u, v) ∈ X ν and a n , b n defined in (1.7) or for {λ j } κ j=1 ∈ σ st (f ) for f ∈ J ν , as in Definition 2, this sum is finite as shown in the next section.
Inverse resonance problem.
We prove here the Theorems 1.3-1.5.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We will prove the following: The mapping F :
is one-to-one and onto. Recall that ν ∈ {2p − 1, 2p}. In particular, a pair of coefficients in X ν is uniquely determined by its bound states and resonances. Uniqueness. In the first part of this paper we proved that to any (u, v) ∈ X ν we can associate the Jost function f ∈ J ν . Let σ st (f ) be the class of points on Λ specified in Definition 2, f − = P 1 + m − P 2 , the bound states r j ∈ σ bs (f ) ⊂ Λ 1 , the norming constants m j by (3.13), j = 1, . . . , N, and the scattering matrix S = f − f . Then conditions (I)-(V) of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied and these data determine (u, v) ∈ X ν uniquely. Then we have that the mapping (u,
Surjection. We will show that the mapping (u,
Then we define m j , j = 1, . . . , N, by (3.13) andŜ =f Lemma 3.3 shows that the set of quantities S = {Ŝ(λ), for λ ∈ σ ac (f ), z k , m k , k = 1, 2, . . . , N} is unique scattering data verifying conditions (I)-(V). Then by solving the Gel'fand-Levitan-Marchenko equation and applying Theorem 3.1 we get the unique coefficients (u, v) . We need to show that (u, v) ∈ X ν .
We have
Observe that dω is meromorphic on Z 1 with simple pole at z = 0. In particular, there are no poles at z(α j ). To evaluate the integral we use the residue theorem. Take a closed contour in Z 1 and let this contour approach ∂Z 1 . The function S(z)ψ ± l (z)ψ ± m (z) is continuous on {|z| = 1} \ {z(E j )} and meromorphic on Z 1 with simple poles at z(r j ) and eventually a pole at z = 0.
Suppose l + m ν + 1 (+1 is due to singularity of z −1 in dω). Then the integrand is bounded near z = 0 and we apply the residue theorem to the only poles at the eigenvalues.
We have ( [EMT] , (3.23)) dz dλ = z q−1 j=1 (λ − α j ) 2(∆ 2 (λ) − 1) 1/2 and, if z j = z(r j ), then Res z=z j F (z) = z ′ (r j )Res λ=r j F (z(λ)). We get (1 + O(λ − r j )) as λ → r j .
Then, using that 2(∆ 2 (λ) − 1) 1/2 = (−1) q−k+1 2 sinh qh(λ) (see (2.10)) and (3.13), we get , m n, implies that the kernel of the transformation operator K(n, m), satisfies K(n, m) = δ nm K(n, n) , m n, m + n ν + 1.
Thus we get
If 2n ν + 1, then K(n, n) = ±1; if n + m ν + 1, m = n, then K(n, m) = 0.
We recall (3.8) a n a 0 n = K(n + 1, n + 1) K(n, n) , v n = a 0 n K(n, n + 1) K(n, n) − a 0 n−1 K(n − 1, n) K(n − 1, n − 1) .
Then, as a n > 0, a 0 n > 0, we get a n = a 0 n for n p + 1, if ν = 2p (or for n p if ν = 2p − 1). Moreover, we get v n = 0 for 2n − 1 2p + 1 (or 2n − 1 2p) which both implies n p + 1 and v p = 0, if ν = 2p − 1. This yields surjection.
From (3.9) we get also that if (u, v) ∈ X ν then K(n, m) = 0 for n + m 2p. Proof of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5. Recall that for any λ ∈ Λ the map λ → λ ∈ Λ 1 denotes the projection to the first sheet and Λ 1 is identified with Γ = C \ σ ac (J 0 ). Note that from Lemma 2.8 it follows that, due to the assumption (1.30), the (projection of) set of solutions of the equation S = 1 is the set of all zeros of polynomial ϕ j=1 , N 1 N, be the set of zeros of F such that: 1) σ 1 ∩ σ bs (J 0 ) = ∅; 2) σ 1 ∈ q 0 γ j and if λ 0 ∈ σ 1 γ n for some n = 0, . . . q, then (−1) q−nḞ (λ 0 ) < 0. Let σ 2 = {λ j } κ 1 j=N 1 +1 , κ 1 κ, be the set of zeros of F such that: 1) σ 2 ∩ ( σ r (J 0 ) ∪ σ vs (J 0 )) = ∅; 2) if λ j ∈ σ 2 is real, then λ j ∈ γ n , for some n = 0, . . . q, and (−1) q−nḞ (λ j ) 0. We consider the following polynomial interpolation problem: ϑ + 0 (λ j ) = −m + (λ j )ϕ + 0 (λ j ) for λ j ∈ σ 1 , j = 1, . . . , N 1 , ϑ + 0 (λ j ) = −m − (λ j )ϕ + 0 (λ j ) for λ j ∈ σ 2 , j = N 1 + 1, . . . , κ 1 .
(3.14)
Suppose that each zero λ j ∈ σ 1 ∪ σ 2 ⊂ Zeros (F ), j = 1, . . . , κ 1 , is simple. Then we have ν κ 1 ν + q − 1 and it is well known (see for example the book of Kendell A. Atkinson [A] ) that the polynomial interpolations problem (3.14) defines unique polynomial ϑ 
as z → ∞.
